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Accessories
WINDOW SILLS
Insulbrick ICF window sill M grade 2.4m lengths

WINDOW BUCKS
Window Bucks @2.5m lengths

$27.50 EACH

$5 per LM

LIGATURES
Ligatures increase the compressive strength of reinforced columns and beams. They contribute to accurately
positioning the main reinforcing bars.

SCREWS
Screws required for bracing
14-10 x 240 S/Driller Screws $3.00 EACH
14-10 x 300 S/Driller Screws $3.30 EACH
$2.20 EACH

LOW EXPANSION FOAM AND DISPENSERS
Low expansion foam seals up small openings around windows, doors, plumbing and electrical works. We
recommend using the Touch n Seal Polyurethane Foam Sealant.
We use a plastic dispenser gun which can be purchased at any hardware retail store. It has a metal barrel and is
re-usable.
Foam cleaner is used to clean wet foam from tools and applicator guns. The can of cleaner attaches directly to
the gun to flush barrel.

$27.50 EACH

$27.50 EACH

$88.00 EACH
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STARTER CHANNELS
Insulbrick ICF’s are laid directly onto the strip footing or concrete slab guided by a steel channel. The Starter
Channel is available to purchase in lengths of 4.2m.

$30.00 EACH

BRACES
Insulbrick ICF can provide your project with the Bracing required for your Insulbrick ICF Wall construction. We
provide clean, usable equipment, delivered to the jobsite which will help to create plumb, straight walls every time.
We can include the cost of the rental into the quote provided to you by Insulbrick ICF.
Note: Bracing can be leased only to clients who purchase our Insulbrick ICF.
We have two types of bracing available.
Standard Bracing

$11.00 per week per
Brace

Paneljack Bracing

$22.00 per week per
brace

